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Close Search Support ArticleYou are using DB2. When you run the application, you receive the following error in the application server logs. When you receive list -904 57011 DB2 SQL Error: SQLCODE=-904, SQLSTATE=57011, SQLERRMC=00C90096;00000302;D3643PPC encountered a problem. PGTSP084. X'00419D', DRIVER=3.64.133 Due to SQL
issues. Issue #1 SQLState 57011, error code -904: com.ibm.db2.jcc.am.SqlException: DB2 SQL Error: SQLCODE=-904, SQLSTATE=57011, SQLERRMC=00C90096;00000302;D3643PPC. PGTSP084. X'00419D', DRIVER=3.64.133 Causes: com.ibm.db2.jcc.am.SqlException: DB2 SQL Error: SQLCODE =-904, SQLSTATE=57011,
SQLERRMC=00C90096;00000302;D3643CPP. PGTSP084. X'00419D', DRIVER=3.64.1331) Start JVM. The main cause of this problem is the DB2/zOS defect/invalid configuration. The main reason is the environment (DB2/zOS). Below is a detailed explanation of the IBM Knowledge Center ( ERROR CODE please contact your DB2 for a z/OS system
developer to make sure That the following ZPARM values have been evaluated: Pegasystems recommends the following ZPARM settings for any DB2 subsystem NUMLKTS=5000 (minimum) NUMLKUS=30000 (minimum) Pega Platform 6.3 SP1 data integration Published on 12 June 2015 - Updated October 8, 2020 Currently you cannot perform this
action. Online using a different tab or window. Reload to update the session. You've disconnected on another tab or window. Reload to update the session. I have a long-lasting AL that has a connection to the Z/ OS instance of DB2. One of the tables I connect to is updated in the morning hours, so it disappears for a short time. Because of the time it takes
for al to run, I can't just schedule to run it over a period to avoid temporary unavailability in the table. When the table goes off, AL fails with:com.ibm.db2.jcc.c.SqlException: DB2 SQL Error: SQLCODE: -904, SQLSTATE: 57011, SQLERRMC: 00C90086;00000200;DDVSEC2D. GDVSEC59I has already tried to select options on the Connection errors tab to no
avail. I chose to repeat because of an initial connection failure, an automatic connection to the connection loss. And added to repeat up to 30 times with 10 seconds between each repeat. These options are not even an exercise- it scripts are humming together, and then it fails immediately-in a way that leads me to believe that the possibility of a tab for
connection errors is not even discussed. Can anyone offer any coaching that could help? Do I have to do something special to recognize this particular mistake? Cheers, Chris Post by ChrisI has a long running AL that includes a connector z/OS instance of DB2. One of the tables I connect to is updated in the morning hours, so it disappears for a short time.
Because of the time it takes for al to run, I can't just schedule it period that helps prevent temporary table availability.com.ibm.db2.jcc.c.SqlException: DB2 SQL Error: SQLCODE: -904, SQLSTATE: 57011, SQLERRMC: 00C90086;00000200;DDVSEC2D. GDVSEC59I has already tried to select options on the Connection errors tab to no avail. I chose to
repeat because of an initial connection failure, an automatic connection to the connection loss. And added to repeat up to 30 times with 10 seconds between each repeat. These options are not even an exercise- it scripts are humming together, and then it fails immediately-in a way that leads me to believe that the possibility of a tab for connection errors is
not even discussed. Can anyone offer any coaching that could help? Do I have to do something special to recognize this particular mistake? Cheers, ChrisWell, if it's a makeshift mistake you have a few options:1. Define this error as a loss of connection by configuring custom reconnect rules ( and enabling reconnect to Connection Lost with sufficient delay
and repeating to resolve the issue.2. Or encode the error hook, to sleep a little, then try reinitroising the connector and try the current work record again.--- Default error hook// Lazy recurrence initializationCountry (retry typeCount == null) errorCount = 0;// 100 repetitions (repeatcount++ &lt; 100) {task sleep(1000*60) *10); 10 min msecs// system.sleep(600)
_BAR_ performs the same stiffness { thisConnector.connector.connector.terminate() /terminate} catch (excptn) { // swallow }exception try { thisConnector.connector.initialize(null) // init} catch (excptn) { // swallow exception }// If the connector is running in Iterator mode, You also need to select records.// However, if the Iterator re-selects it, it will start reading
again from the beginning.// The Connection Error tab has the ability to skip the calculation to reconnect.// If the data is returned in the same order in each selection, it should work quite well.system.retryEntry(); Will this connector try again with the current job record}--- I have not tried it myself. , but it should work. In theory, :)Share any discoveries!-Eddie I
changed a little- mainly to add a little registration output, but, attached to the Default On Error hook, it works. Thank you for your help, as always, Eddie!theconn = thisConnector.getName();task.logmsg(Error +theconn+ connector. Attempt to reconnect);// Lazy retryCountif initialization ( type retryCount == null ) {task.logmsg(Initiate retrycount);retryCount=0;}
repeatLimit=30; Number of times to repeat connectionretryDelay=1; Delay between repetitions-in minutestask.logmsg(Number of repetitions is +retryCount);if (retryCount++ &lt; retryLimit){task.logmsg(Sleep +retryDelay+ minute(s))task.sleep(1000*60*retryDetry); converts minutes milisekundes// system.sleep(600) // ar tas pats?try {
thisConnector.connector.terminate() // terminate} catch (excptn) (excptn) swallow exception}task.logmsg(Attempting to re-initialize);p try { thisConnector.connector.initialize(null) // init} catch (excptn) {task.logmsg( Failed to reinitroise +theconn+ connector: + excptn )}// If the connector is in Iterator mode, You also need to select records.// However, if it re-
selects, it will start reading again from the beginning.// The Connection Error tab has the ability to skip the calculation again.// If the data is returned in the same order for each selection, it should work quite well.system.retryEntry(); Please try again with the current job entry} Hello all, I encoded the Db2 program to get multiple records. But while running it gives
me SQL code =-904 with SQLSTATE=57011 Can anyone help me with this. I have no clue about what it is. Spooler information: DSNT408I SQLCODE = -904, ERROR: FAILED EXECUTION CAUSED BY UNAVAILABLE RESOURCE. CAUSE 00E70082, RESOURCE 3002 TYPE AND RESOURCE NAME STORED PROCEDURE NUMBER DSNT418I
SQLSTATE = 57011 SQLSTATE RETURN CODE DSNT415I SQLERRP=DSNXERT2 SQL PROCEDURE DETECT ERROR I TRY TO UPDATE MILLIONS OF ROWS OF DB2 THROUGH JDBC OPERATIONS BATCH UPDATE, BUT I CAN'T. After some time I receive an exception for DB2 SQL error: SQLCODE = -904, SQLSTATE=57011,
SQLERRMC=00C90096;(Resource unavailable) This happens when many records are updated without committing, in my case I get this exception after updating 10k rows. I can not recommit after some update requests, I want to update all or not at all. I use the below code for batch upgrade and created a batch size of 10,000. Library:
org.springframework.jdbc.core.JdbcOperations Code String query=Update Table SET Column1 = ?, Column2 = 'Data1', LST_TRNS = CURRENT TIMESTAMP WHERE Column2 = ? AND column3 = ? ; int arr[][]=jdbcOperations.batchUpdate(Query, String, 10000, New ParameterizedPreparedStatementSetter &lt;&gt; &lt;String, object=&gt;&gt;() { @Override
public void setValues(PreparedStatement ps, Map&lt;String, object=&gt; rows) meta SQLException { ps.setInt(1,value1); //coming from parameter method ps.setString(2, rows.get(value2),toString(); ps.setInt(3,(Integer)rows.get(value3)} ); How do I change the code or use something else to achieve my goal? IBM's exemplary relational database management
system thiagorr » Wed Nov 26, 2008 9:47 am Hi! I create 6 tables of DB, with several indices and limitations... When I'm almost finishing, I can't use anything more on these tables! No INSERT, no INSERT commands are allowed! This is a return when the try de SELECT command, such as :D THE NUMBER OF ROWS DISPLAYED IN SNE610I IS 0
DSNT408I SQLCODE = -904, ERROR: FAILED EXECUTION CAUSED BY AN UNAVAILABLE RESOURCE. CAUSE 00C900A3, RESOURCE 00000200 TYPE AND RESOURCE NAME SMDB026&lt;/String,&gt; &lt;/String,&gt;                                      DSNT418I SQLSTATE = 57011 SQLSTATE RETURN CODE DSNT415I SQLERRP = DSNXRRC SQL
PROCEDURE DETECT ERROR DSNT416I SQLERRD = 102 13172746 0 13223106 -974970878 1271 4 050 SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION DSNT416I SQLERRD = X'00000066' X'00C9000A X'00000000 X'00C9C4C2' DSNE618I REVERSAL OF CHANGES COMPLETED, SQLCODE IS 0 DSNE616I STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL,
SQLCODE CONTAINS 0 --------- +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+-----DSNE601I SQL statements that are stored between columns 1 and 72 DSNE620I PROCESSED SQL SENTENCES NUMBER IS 1 DSNE621I NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS READ THERE ARE 4 DSNE622I NUMBER OF OUTPUT ENTRIES WRITTEN THERE ARE 26 I
TRIED TO USE CHECK DATA usefulness, but I think I have to do something wrong. Can anyone help me, please! thiagorr Posts: 12Joined: Wed Sep 10, 2008 11:23 pm thanked: 0 time Was thanked: 0 time dick scherrer » Wed Nov 26, 2008 10:17 am Hello, I create 6 tables db, with several indices and limitations ... Were the tables created successfully?
Post output that displays a successful creatine of tables. When I'm almost finishing, I can't use anything more on these tables! What that tells me, please explain. No INSERT, no INSERT commands are allowed! If you create a table and do not insert any data, you cannot select any rows. The best you can expect is 100 sqlcode. . .904 sounds like the load
was running and failed. Or the load is still running. Suggest talking to dba to go the right way. I hope it helps, d.sch. dick scherrer global moderator Posts: 6269Joined: Sat Jun 09, 2007 8:58 am Thanked: 3 times was thanked: 93 times thiagorr » Wed Nov 26, 2008 6:50 am so. I created a new table as a test with the following code:CREATE TABLE ZCON026.
TEST(TESTVAR VAR(3),NAME(VARCHAR(30),PRIMARY KEY(TESTVAR))IN SMDB026. SMTS026; and it was a success. But when I try to insert data as below, I received an error message: ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+INSERT INTO ZCON026. TEST 00010099VALUES(001,THIAGO LIMITS);                                       
   00011099---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+DSNT408I SQLCODE = -540, ERROR: TABLE DEFINITION ZCON026. THE TEST IS INCOMPLETE BECAUSE IT LACKS THE PRIMARY INDEX OR THE REQUIRED UNIQUE INDEX DSNT418I SQLSTATE = SQLSTATE RETURN CODE DSNT415I SQLERRP = DSNXOTL
SQL PROCEDURE DETECT ERROR DSNT416I SQLERRD = -550 0 0 -1 0 0 0 SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION DSNT416I SQLERRD = X'FFFFFDDA X'0000000X'0000000 X'0000000 X'000000000' X'FFFFFFFFFF' X'000000000' X'000000000' SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------
+DSNE618I ROLLBACK COMPLETED, SQLCODE IS 0 DSNE616I STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE CONTAINS 0 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+DSNE601I SQL STATEMENTS, WHICH ARE HELD BETWEEN COLUMNS 1 AND 72 DSNE620I PROCESSED SQL SENTENCES NUMBER IS
1 Any idea? Thanks! thiagorr Posts: 12Joined: Wed Sep 10, 2008 11:23 pm thanked: 0 time Was thanked: 0 time dick scherrer » Wed Nov 26, 2008 10:33 pm Hello,Post from creating the production. Do you search for 540 in db2 messages and codes guide? ... /2.1.7.165? This is what IBM says 540:Explanation: A table named was defined with a primary key
condition or unique condition. Its definition is incomplete and cannot be used until a unique primary key (primary index) and each column set index is set to UNIQUE (unique indexes required). An attempt was made to use a table in the FOREIGN KEY clause or sql manipulation statement. Link you need a bookmark – you will use it often I hope it helps, d.sch.
dick scherrer global moderator Posts: 6269Joined: Sat Jun 09, 2007 8:58 am Thanked: 3 times was thanked: 93 times thiagorr » Wed Nov 26, 2008 11:08 hi dick! Now the URL is marked! I solved this problem! I think there may be some error on index craetion. What I thought strange is that all my desks got blocked! I drop the entire database at once and
created it again, step by step. I threw the table at the table last night. Now it works! Thank you for your support! TRR. thiagorr Posts: 12Joined: Wed Sep 10, 2008 11:23 pm thanked: 0 time Was thanked: 0 time dick scherrer » Thu Nov 27, 2008 10:51 am Hello,Now the URL is marked!! When you click a shortcut, a new page appears. Wile to make the page s
appear, click Favorites next to the top of the page. When the drop-down list appears, click Add to Favorites, and then place the page in that favorites folding. It will take a long time and you will have many favorites I re-organize mine quite often because of additions/changes. Good to hear that it works - thanks for telling us d dick scherrer global moderator
Posts: 6269Joined: Sat Jun 09, 2007 8:58 am Thanked: 3 times was thanked: 93 times thiagorr » Thu Nov 27, 2008 7:09 pm Hi! I think you're underestood how.. but I wrote NOW!!! (related to bookmarks)=DIt was funny! Thanks for your time, anyway! thiagorr Posts: 12Joined: Wed Sep 10, 2008 11:23 pm Thanked: 0 time Was thanked: 0 time dick scherrer »
Fri Nov 28, 2008 3:47 am You are welcome. I think you're underestood how.. Yup, I did. . Ooops I need to read slower or buy stronger glasses Hopefully it helps, d.sch. dick scherrer global moderator Posts: 6269Joined: Sat Jun 09, 2007 8:58 am Thanked: 3 times was thanked: 93 times Return to DB2 SQLCODE = -471, ERROR: FUNCTIONS OR
PROCEDURES INVOCATION BY PRATAP T » Thu Jun 13, 2019 3:02 pm 3 Responses 1291 Views Last post by Chrisf Fri Jun 28, 2019 12:23 PM SQLCODE -908 by Shanthi_Palani » Tue Sep 04 , 2018 8:00 pm 2 Answers 976 Views Last Message Shanthi_Palani Wed Sep 05 2018 4:35 am SQLCODE -503- need manjujacob13 » Tue Mar 02, 2010 11:24
am 3 Answers 2679 Views Last post by dick scherrer Tue Mar 02, 2010 11:56 am SQLCODE = -551 by maxcc » Mon May 10, 2010 4:50 pm 9 Responses 5295 Views Last post by maxcc Wed May 12, 2010 8:14 pm sqlcode -927 by Kal E » Fri Jul 23, 2010 7:02 pm 4 Responses 8565 Views Last Post by Dick Scherrer Wed Jul 28 2010 2:49 am am
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